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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for normal map generation in the GPU. These normal maps are generated from a high resolution
mesh and can be applied to any simplification of this mesh. This method takes advantage of the fact that there must be a
correspondence between the texture coordinates of the low resolution mesh and the ones of the high resolution mesh. The
proposed method for normal map generation is a brand-new method, since nowadays this process is being performed through
software techniques. Hardware generation greatly reduces time in comparison with present-day solutions. Moreover, it allows
for a dynamic modification of the map. There are some restrictions in relation to how texture coordinates must be distributed.
However, this approach works perfectly with simplified models where these restrictions are fulfilled. This method makes use
of vertex and pixel shaders for the normal map generation.
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INTRODUCTION

The presented method proposes a fast hardware generation of normal maps that uses vertex and pixel shaders.
This idea involves a real-time normal map generation
from the high-level object.
The final quality of the resulting normal map is comparable to those obtained from other software-based
solutions [1] [3] when applied to multirresolution and
simplified models.
Two restrictions have to be accomplished:
• Let ti = (ui , vi ) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the texture coordinates for each vertex on a triangle T j , where T j is a
given triangle
of the high resoluction mesh. So, the

condition T j = 0/ ∀T j ∈ triangles(Mesh) must be
fullfiled. However, this requirement is studied in the
literature [2][4][5].
• Texture coordinates have to be distributed so that the
texture should be correctly applied to both models.
This method works perfectly for terrains and walls,
because these objects usually meet the requirements.
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METHOD

Unlike the present-day normal map generation
methods, the presented method generates the maps by
hardware, by making use of vertex and pixel shaders.
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Object Space Normal Maps The tasks performed by
the shaders for normal map generation are:
• The vertex shader flattens the image by doing: (x=u,
y=v, z=0), where (x,y,z) are the coordinates of the
vertex, and (u,v) are its texture coordinates.
• The pixel shader generates the normal map by outputting the normal coefficients as RGB components
per pixel. For this purpose, it is necessary to convert the normal values into the accepted range by
the RGB plane, that is, [0,1].
Tangent Space Normal Maps Moreover, for the normal map generation in tangent space the following extra
tasks must be performed:
• The vertex shader will receive the tangent space vectors (normal, tangent and binormal) as vertex attributes and will output them so that each fragment
will receive these values linearly interpolated.
• The pixel shader must transform each normal per
pixel into tangent space. The inverse tangent space
matrix is already calculated in the vertex shader and
passed to the pixel shader, so transforming each normal to tangent space is as easy as multiply the object
space normal by this matrix.
Once calculated, an extra pass must be performed in
order to expand texture borders. This is needed to avoid
artifacts when filtering is enabled at application time.
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RESULTS

The presented method has been tested with some 3D
models. The obtained times are not comparable with

Polygons of the

original model
1696
7910
48048
61644

Time of
our method
0.08
0.53
4.74
6.02

Time of
ATI
16850
24125
97704
129969

Time of
nVidia
16306
50589
160975
179569

this method. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show an example
with the Crater model.

Table 1: Table of times in milliseconds of normal map
generation

those of present-day software methods, since a few milliseconds are taken by the presented method to generate
the corresponding normal map.

Figure 3: Low and high resolution model meshes of
Crater and the normal map in object space

Figure 1: Low and high resolution model meshes of
Tarrasque (725 and 6117 polygons) with the rendered
model
Figure 4: Renders of the high resolution terrain
(above), low resolution one with the normal map applied (left bottom) and a plane with the normal map
applied (right bottom)
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